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Abstract

Word order, case assignment, and agreement for gender and number are realised with remarkable complexity in the Arabic numeral system. This paper examines the internal morphological structure of simplex, compound, and complex numerals. We identify a recurrent pattern found both inside complex numerals and in the structural relations between numeral and the nouns they quantify. The structures uncovered then allow for more principled accounts of the superficial morphosyntactic complexities. The analysis suggests that DP contains a single Num head, but that Num can express both additive and multiplicative arithmetic operations.

1. Introduction

Despite considerable attention in the literature, the syntax of numeral-noun constructions (NNCs) remains a challenging area of research. It remains unclear whether “the syntactic behavior of cardinal numerals falls between that of adjectives and nouns” (Corbett, 1978:61) or they comprise their own distinct categories. Hurford (1975:3) maintains that “probably all languages have as a component something that can be called a numeral system, a system distinct from all other systems in the same language”. Scholars analyze cardinals as determiners or generalized quantifiers, predicates, semantic modifiers, and degrees (for a comprehensive view, see Ionin & Matushansky, 2018:11-46). Syntactically, cardinals have been considered as (semi)lexical elements showing (some) properties of nouns or adjectives (e.g., Corbett, 1978; Hurford, 1998; Jackendoff, 1977) or as related to functional heads, viz., Q or Num (e.g., Kayne, 2007; Ritter, 1992; Rutkowski & Szczegot, 2001). Within the latter camp, two major approaches have been advanced. The first considers numerals as specifiers of a functional head commanding the NP in Slavic languages (e.g., Baily, 2004; Franks, 1994) and Indo-European languages (e.g., Kayne, 2010; Witkoś & Dziubala-Szrejbrowska, 2018). The second treats numerals as heads that directly project numeral phrases (labeled as CardP, #P, or Card#P) in Hebrew and Arabic (e.g., Borer, 2005; Shlonsky, 2004), Mandarin Chinese (e.g., He, 2015), and Russian (e.g., Asinari, 2019). In some languages (such as Estonian), a combination of both approaches is argued to coexist (see, e.g., Norris, 2018). These two approaches can be represented as follows (Danon, 2012:1285):

1) a.  
\[
X' \Rightarrow \text{numerals as heads} \\
X \quad YP \\
\text{three} \quad \text{cats} 
\]

b.  
\[
YP \Rightarrow \text{numerals as specifiers} \\
XP \quad Y' \\
\text{three} \quad \text{cats} 
\]
Neither of these structures are transparently suitable for Arabic, as they do not immediately provide an account for the characteristics and peculiarities of Arabic NNCs, because numerals do not have a uniform, consistent syntactic behavior with respect to word order, case assignment, and agreement for gender and number. That is, whether Arabic numerals are analyzed as heads that select the counted noun as a complement in (1a), or they occupy a specifier position of the counted noun in (1b) does not explain their diverse characteristics, some of which are illustrated in (2a-d). Notice that in (2a,b), although ‘100’ and ‘30’ require the counted noun to be singular, they assign genitive and accusative cases, respectively. In (2c,d) ‘3’ and ‘13’, in contrast with ‘100’ and ‘30’, show gender polarity with the counted noun. Additionally, ‘3’ requires the counted noun to be plural and genitive whereas ‘13’ requires a singular and accusative enumerated noun:

2)  a. miʾat-ʾu rajul-i-n/ ʾimraʾat-i-n
   hundred-NOM man.MASC-GEN-N woman.FEM-GEN-N
   ‘one hundred men/women’

   b. ṣalāt-ūn rajul-a-nl ʾimraʾat-a-nl
      three-PL.NOM man.MASC-ACC-N/ woman.FEM-ACC-N
      ‘thirty men’

   c. ṣalāt-at-u rijāl-i-n vs. ṣalāt-u nisāʾ-i-n
      three-FEM-NOM men.MASC-GEN-N three.MASC-NOM women.FEM-GEN-N
      ‘three men’

   d. ṣalāt-at-a ʾašar-a rajul-a-n
      three-FEM-ACC ten.MASC-ACC man.MASC-ACC-N
      ‘thirteen men came to me.’

The general difficulty of accounting for inconsistent requirements of enumerated DPs is related to the fact that previous studies overlook the internal structure of complex numerals. See, Ionin & Matushansky, 2018, for an overview. In this paper, we address the latter and apply the results to the more general problem of how numerals related to their nouns. The resulting analyses also appears to shed light on the correlation between mathematics and linguistics as two inseparable domains of investigation in NNCs.

Briefly stated, we show that simple cardinals (e.g., 1-10) are quantifiers (Qs), which provide the genitive case on an enumerated noun and unifies the lexical category of all simple cardinals including ‘1’ and ‘2’. Compound numerals (e.g., ‘13’) are analyzed as an unordered set \{N,N\} mediated by Add# ‘additive number’ head which linearizes and breaks the symmetry of \{N,N\} and assigns the accusative case to both digits. Complex numerals (e.g., ‘12’) are argued to involve another type of Num head (i.e., Multi# ‘multiplicative number’) which requires its complement to be specified for gender, hence, contra other types of numerals, multiplicative cardinals do not show gender polarity. Similar to compound numerals, the prenominal position

\[1\] We use the following abbreviations: ACC: accusative; FEM: feminine; GEN: genitive; N: nunation (indefinite article); MASC: masculine; NOM: nominative; PL: plural; SG: singular. 1, 2, 3: first, second, third person, respectively. In the transliteration, the dot under the letter indicates that the sound is emphatic and pharyngealized: [t], [d], and [s] are the emphatic counterparts of [t], [d], and [s], respectively (for an overview of emphatic coronals, see, Al-Bataineh 2019).
of complex cardinals triggers the change of plurality, definiteness, and case of the counted noun because the structure is headed by an Ra ‘restrictive accusative’ head that requires the movement of the numeral to its specifier position and the assignment of the accusative case to its complement. For patterns of gender polarity, the paper argues that this is a morphological process that applies to all simple cardinals unless other lexical or morphological processes block it. All simple cardinals enter the derivation with unvalued reverse gender agreement feature [U-RG], which requires the numeral to have an opposite gender feature when associated with the counted noun which has already valued gender feature. This claim finds support in the syntactic behavior of other compound numerals, which require only the first digit to disagree with the counted noun and complex numerals which do not involve gender polarity.

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 provides an overview of Arabic NNCs and the peculiarities involved in the syntactic properties of numerals related to case assignment, word order, and agreement for gender and number. Section 3 reflects on the previous studies on NNCs in Hebrew and Arabic and outlines the new approach adopted in this paper and explains the syntax of Arabic NNCs in depth, accounting for the syntactic behavior of simplex, compound, and complex numerals, respectively. Section 4 discusses the lexical category of ‘one’ and ‘two’ and the internal structure of the dual marker. Section 5 considers the theoretical implications of this approach.

2. NNCs in Arabic

As observed by Cantarino (1976:361), “a special difficulty encountered in the correct understanding of the numerals in Arabic is found in their peculiar agreement with their objects”, a view shared by other scholars (e.g., Cowan, 1958:182; Haywood & Nahmad, 1965:301; Kouloughli, 1994:121; Ryding, 2005:329). The complexity and challenge of the Arabic numeral system involves, in addition to anomalies of gender and number agreement, other peculiarities related to case assignment and word order. This section provides an overview of Arabic numerals based on their type, namely, simplex (i.e., 1-10), compound (i.e., 11-19) and complex (i.e., the remaining higher numerals).

Simplex numerals can be classified into two groups according to their syntactic behavior. The first group includes the adjective-like numerals, viz., ʿwaḥid ‘one’ and ʿiḥnān ‘two’ which are shown in the literature to occur only post-nominally and to agree with the numerated noun in definiteness, case, and gender, as exemplified in (3a,b):

3) a. rajul-u-n wāḥid-u-n vs. ʾimraʿat-u-n wāḥid-at-u-n
   man-NOM-N one.MASC-NOM-N
   ‘one man’
   woman-NOM-N one-FEM-NOM-N
   ‘one woman’

b. al-rajul-ā-n al-ʿiḥn-ā-n vs. ʾimraʿat-ā-n ʾiḥn-at-ā-n
   the-man-DUAL-N the-two.FEM-DUAL-N
   ‘two men’
   woman-DUAL-N two-FEM-DUAL-N
   ‘two women’

The second group includes the noun-like numerals (3-10) which have three main characteristics. First, they are followed by the counted noun which has to be in the genitive plural form. Second, they show reverse gender agreement ‘gender polarity’, that is, the numeral takes the masculine marker when defining a feminine noun, and vice versa, as exemplified in (4a). The inverted
gender agreement is determined by the gender of the singular form of the enumerated noun rather than by the gender of the plural form as in cases involving broken plurals of inanimate objects, notice that in (4b) kitab ‘book’ is masculine, but kutub ‘books’ is feminine. Third, whereas the counted noun can be definite or indefinite, the numerals can have neither the definite article al- nor the indefinite article -n (4c).

4) a. ṣalāt-at rijāl-i-n vs. ṣalāt nisāʾ-i-n
   three-FEM men-GEN-N three.MASC women-GEN-N
   ‘three men’ ‘three women’

b. ṣalāt-at kutub-i-n (Notice that the singular form kitab ‘book’ is masculine.)
   three-FEM books.FEM-N
   ‘three books’

c. (*al)-ṣalāt-at-u-(*n) (al)-kutub-i-n
   (*the)-three-FEM-NOM-(*N)(the)-books.FEM-N
   ‘the three books’

Unlike simplex numerals, compound numerals (11-19), formed of two parts, the first digit and 'ašar ‘ten,’ show three main peculiarities. First, except for ‘12’, compound numerals are invariant in case, that is, they are always marked accusative (or accusative-like) regardless of their role in the sentence, as demonstrated below, the NNC is assigned the accusative case rather than the nominative from T in (5a) or the genitive from the P in (5b). Second, all compound numerals require the following counted noun to be singular and accusative. Third, regarding gender agreement, the two digits in the compound numeral show two opposite patterns; the first digit shows gender polarity, whereas the second digit ‘ten’ agrees with the counted noun.

5) a. ‘atā-nī ṣalāt-at-a ‘ašar-a rajul-a-n
   came-me three-FEM-ACC ten.MASC-ACC man-ACC-N
   ‘thirteen men came to me.’

b. qara’tu ar-riwaṭat-a fī ṣalāt-at-a ‘ašar-a yawm-a-n
   read-I the-novel-ACC in three-FEM-ACC ten-ACC day-ACC-N
   ‘I have read the novel in thirteen days.’

The multiples of ‘10’ from ‘20’ to ‘90’ are formed of a numeral stem (2-9) attached to the masculine plural suffix -īn for genitive-accusative or -ūn for the nominative. This group of numerals shows two major anomalies. First, they behave differently than other numerals in having a common gender, that is, they do not display any gender differences or distinctions, as exemplified in (6).

---

2 According to traditional grammarians, the two digits are mabnī ‘alā alfatiḥ ‘built on the accusative marker’, that is, they always bear an accusative-like marker regardless of their position. This view which is not adopted by modern linguists (e.g., Cantarino, 1976; Cowan, 1958; Ryding, 2005) who consider the two digits are accusative, is rejected in this paper for the simple reason that there is no plausible justification why these digits are built this way although they are nominals and they are expected to have the default nominative case in structures of imperfect checking domains (e.g., Al-Bataineh, forthcoming).
6) a. ǧalāt-ūn  rajul-a-nl ʾimraʾat-a-n
three-PL.NOM  man-ACC-N  woman-ACC-N
‘thirty men/women’

Second, although these numerals seem morphosyntactically similar to other nouns with the masculine plural suffix -īn and -ūn (e.g., muʿalim-ūn ‘male teacher-MASC.PL.NOM’) in having the same suffix and in allowing the definite article al- ‘the’ (e.g., al-ǧalāt-ūn ‘the thirty’), these numerals show two peculiarities compared with similar plural nouns. First, the nasal -n cannot be deleted when another noun follows the numeral, second, the following noun is marked accusative, rather than genitive, as in (7a,b) which represent two structures: Construct State and restrictive accusative, respectively:

7) a. muʿalim-ū-(*n)  al-madrasat-i
   teacher-NOM-(N)  the-school-GEN
   ‘the teachers of the school’

b. ǧalāt-ū-(*n)  madrasat-a-n
   three-PL.NOM  man-ACC-N
   ‘thirty schools’

Moreover, these numerals can be pluralized with the feminine plural suffix -āt which attaches only to the genitive/accusative form (e.g., ǧalāt-ū-āt ‘thirties,’ cf. ǧalāt-ūn-āt) in sharp contrast with similar masculine plural nouns (e.g., muʿalim-ūn-āt ‘male teacher-MASC.PL.NOM-∗FEM.PL).

The words for ‘hundred’, ‘thousand’, ‘million’, ‘billion’ fall into two patterns according to their gender, the feminine noun miʾat ‘hundred’ and the other remaining masculine numerals, as evidenced in the gender polarity triggered when they are preceded by a numeral like ǧalāt ‘three’, as in (8a,b).

8) a. ǧalāt-u  miʾat-i  rajul-i-n
   three.MASC-NOM  hundred-GEN  man-GEN-N
   ‘three hundred men’

b. ǧalāt-at-u ʾālf-i  rajul-i-n
   three-FEM-NOM  thousands-GEN  man-GEN-N
   ‘three hundred men’

Notice that these numerals have the same syntactic behavior regarding gender polarity, being assigned the genitive case and requiring the enumerated noun to be singular genitive (in contrast with all other numerals). Unlike other numerals within this set, miʾat ‘hundred’ shows a peculiar property of not being pluralized by the preceding numeral (notice that miʾat in (8a) is singular whereas ʾālf ‘thousands’ is the broken plural form of ʾālf). However, the given brief discussion of the Arabic numeral system is by no means comprehensive as other peculiarities will be highlighted and accounted for in the following relevant sections below.

3. NNCs in Arabic revisited

Bearing in mind the different peculiarities associated with NNCs in Arabic, the following subsections deal with the different syntactic properties of numerals according to their
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morphological types, that is, the complexity of their morphological formations which can be classified into simple, compound, and complex cardinals, to explain the complexities discussed above and other ones to be addressed below.

The main claim developed below is that enumerated DPs and complex numerals share a common structure (9), in which a Num head takes a complement with two components: a numeral and either another numeral or NP. There are four “flavors” of Num in Arabic: quantificational, additive, multiplicative, and “restricted accusative”, each of which introduces its own semantic, selectional, Case-assigning and gender controlling characteristics. Num in Arabic always attracts a specifier, as well. We show that the structure in (9) reacts to each Num head in ways which ensure the actual surface forms of the full range of enumerated DPs.

9)

3.1 Simple cardinals and the assignment of the genitive case

Simple cardinals which are formed merely of one word without the addition of another numeral or an affix denoting multiplication include the numerals (‘1-10’) and the numerals denoting ‘hundred’, ‘thousand’, ‘million’ and ‘billion’. These simple cardinals have a unified syntactic behavior that shows the consistency of their case assignment properties depending on their position with regard to the enumerated noun. These cardinals are subject to considerable attention from both classical grammarians (e.g., Al-Ansari, 1991; Al-Mubarrad, 1994; Aqeel, 1980; Sibawayh, 1988; Yaʾīsh, 2001) and generative linguists (Alqarni, 2015; Alqassas, 2017; Borer, 2005; Danon, 2009, 2012; Marcin, 2016; Shlonsky, 2004).

Of course, Hebrew displays significant syntactic characteristics with Arabic, and simple cardinals in both languages have been argued to be either adjectives or nouns. Borer (2005:196) maintains that except for the post-nominal ‘exad ‘one’ that behaves like attributive adjectives, all other cardinals are nouns that head a functional projection (i.e., #P) within the extended projection of the enumerated noun. This view is adopted by other scholars (e.g., Danon, 2012; Shlonsky, 2004) to account for the difference between adjective-like numerals (Hebrew ‘exad ‘one’ and Arabic wāḥid ‘one’ and ʿṯnān ‘two’), on the one hand, and other cardinals on the other. Although this generalization seems to account for two phenomena, viz., the absence of agreement in gender, number and definiteness between the noun-like numeral and the counted noun, and the pre-nominal position of the numerals, it fails in other respects. First, it wrongly predicts that numerals always assign the genitive case to the enumerated nouns. Numerals which head the #P can assign the accusative case, as indicated in the previous section. Second, this
differentiation cannot explain why some simple numerals like ‘3’ require a plural counted noun, whereas other numerals like ‘100’ require a singular counted noun. Thirdly, it implies that NNCs are syntactically equivalent to Construct States (CSs), as claimed and exemplified, for example, by Shlonsky (2004:1491, see also Danon, 2012:1283-1284, Borer, 2005:213-214):

10) a. ṭalāt-u šuḥuf-i-n
   three.MASC newspapers-GEN-N
   ‘three newspapers’

   b. dār-u ar-rajul-i
   apartment.MASC the-man-GEN
   ‘the man’s apartment’

Although in both NNCs and CSs in (10a,b) the numeral ‘three’ and the noun ‘apartment’ assign the genitive case to the following noun, they constitute two quite different structures for several reasons. First, in CSs, the head noun enters a semantic relation with the complement noun of either possession such as (10b) in which the head noun dār ‘apartment’ is possessed by the complement noun rajul ‘man’ with the meaning of ‘the man has an apartment’, or a relation of origin or formation to denote ‘made of/from’ such as (11) below:

11) ḱāṭam-u ḥadīd-i-n
   ring-NOM iron-GEN-N
   ‘iron ring= a ring made of iron’

According to traditional Arab grammarians, these two relations are triggered by the presence of the obligatorily covert prepositions li- ‘of’ and min ‘from’, respectively, which covertly exist between the head noun and the complement noun. The second reason is that in NNCs the enumerated noun is obligatory plural, as evidenced in the plural form of šuḥuf ‘newspapers’ following ‘three’ in (10a). This requirement does not exist in the complement noun in CSs, as can be seen in the singular form of rajul ‘man’ in (10b) and hadīd ‘iron’ in (11). Third, whereas in CSs the head noun cannot be headed by the definite article al- ‘the’ in both Modern Standard Arabic and colloquial varieties, in NNCs the numeral can be headed by the definite article al- ‘the’ in colloquial varieties, as in (12) from Jordanian Arabic.

12) al-ṭalāt šuḥuf
   the-three newspapers
   ‘the three newspapers’

   Given these differences, the NNCs and CSs should be distinct structures and the genitive case should be assigned to the complement noun with different syntactic mechanisms. In CSs, the abstract DGEN c-commanding the head noun assigns genitive case to the following noun (e.g., Ritter, 1992) ³, but in NNCs a distinct functional head should provide the genitive case. (This functional head has syntactic properties different from that with compound and complex cardinals which carries the accusative case, as shown in subsequent sections.)

   Our proposal is that simple cardinals originate together (in the base) with the enumerated noun, either as categorial adjectives or as nominals. The latter have the same syntactic characteristics as quantifiers (Qs) because they raise to the same position as other Qs such as kull

³ Another syntactic approach which might account for the genitive case on the second nominal in CSs is to assume the existence of a covert preposition that carries the genitive case, as suggested by traditional Arab grammarians.
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‘all’, baʿd ‘some’, kila ‘both’ and ʾahad ‘one’. This claim not only provides a straightforward account for the genitive case assignment but also explains the lexical category of simple cardinals (i.e., adjectives or nouns) in relation to their position pre- or post-nominally in a unified proposal, represented in (13a,b) (the internal structure of NP in (13a) is simplified. For specific proposals on the detailed syntax of adjectives, see, e.g., Alexiadou, 2014; Cinque, 2010; Valois, 2006):

13) a.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{N} \quad \text{AP} \\
\text{(enumerated noun)} \quad \text{(numeral)} \Rightarrow \text{adjectival numeral}
\end{array} \]

b.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{QP} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{[GEN]} \\
\text{[PL]} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{N} \quad \text{AP} \\
\text{(enumerated noun)} \quad \text{(numeral)}
\end{array} \]

The case assigned on both the numeral and the enumerated noun is determined by the syntactic configurations they occur in. As represented schematically in the derivations (13a,b) above, the numeral can be an adjective; thus, it shares the same morphological case of the noun it associates with, that is, the numeral and the noun are c-commanded by the same D that “is specified for […] a case feature that is valued from outside” (Ouhalla, 2013: 329). This syntactic mechanism for case assignment is not available when the numeral is a nominal expression that occupies a higher position than the enumerated noun (i.e., spec-QP). The derivation of the numeral in a prenominal position shows three features prevalent in all simple cardinals. First, the Q triggers the movement of the numeral, rather than the enumerated noun, since the former

14) a. ṭalāṭ-at-u  rijał-i-n  vs.  rijał-u-n  ṭalāṭ-u-n  
three-FEM-NOM  men-GEN-N  men-NOM-N  three-NOM-N  
‘three men’

b. miʿat-u  rajul-i-n  vs.  rijāl-u-n  miʿat-u-n  
hundred-NOM  man-GEN-N  men-NOM-N  hundred-NOM-N  
‘one hundred men’

c. ʾalf-u  rajul-i-n  vs.  rijał-u-n  ʾalf-u-n  
thousand-NOM  man-GEN-N  men-NOM-N  thousand-NOM-N  
‘one thousand men’
is the only one with properties denoting quantification (i.e., cardinality). Second, the enumerated noun is assigned only the genitive case from the Q (rather than from Dgen as assumed in the literature, for reasons highlighted above), as predicted from the syntactic behavior of all Arabic Qs. Agreeing with Khalaf (2019:17), “the case mismatch between the quantifier and the DP follows from the fact that the quantifier values its case features via Agree with an outside case probe [...] while the DP [...] is assigned genitive case via Agree with the quantifier.” Third, both the D and the Q can be overt or covert simultaneously, that is, the presence of the overt D \(-n\) requires the Q to be morphologically realized as \(\text{min} \text{ ‘of’}\), and vice versa, as the contrast between (15a) and (15b) shows.

15) a. Nominal numerals with covert D

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\Phi \\
\text{QP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
(\text{simple cardinal}) \\
\text{Q’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Q} \\
\text{[GEN]} \\
\Phi \\
\text{DP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{D} \\
\text{[DEF]} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
(\text{enumerated noun}) \\
\text{t}
\end{array}
\]

b. Nominal numerals with overt D

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{\(-n\)} \\
\text{QP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
(\text{simple cardinal}) \\
\text{Q’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Q} \\
\text{[GEN]} \\
\text{\text{min} \text{ ‘of’}} \\
\Phi \\
\text{DP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{D} \\
\text{[DEF]} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
(\text{enumerated noun}) \\
\text{t}
\end{array}
\]

To illustrate, let us begin with the cardinal ‘one’, demonstrated as an adjective in (16a) and a noun in (16b,c). Notice that ‘one’ in postnominal position shares the same nominative case with the noun rajul ‘man’ due to the spread of the [NOM-case] feature from D to both constituents. This case match is not possible once the numeral occurs prenominally in (16b,c) because ‘one’ is marked the nominative case from outside while the enumerated noun is marked genitive via Agree with the Q. These facts are represented in the derivations (17a-c), respectively.

16) a. rajul-u-n wāhid-u-n  
        b. ‘ahad-u ar-rijāl-i  
        c. ‘ahad-u-n min ar-rijāl-i

        man-NOM-N one-NOM-N one-of-NOM the-men-GEN one-NOM-N of the-men-GEN

        ‘one man’  ‘one of the men’  ‘one of the men’
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17) a. Adjectival ‘one’  
   b. N ‘one’ with covert D  
   c. N ‘one’ with overt D

In addition to case (mis)match and the consistency between D and Q regarding morphological realization (i.e., covertness vs., overtness), notice that pre- and post-nominal ‘one’ do not have the same form, that is, the adjectival ‘one’ is \( \text{\texttt{wāḥid}} \) whereas the nominal ‘one’ is \( \text{\texttt{\textup{‘aḥad}}} \), a phenomenon is also found in NNCs including ‘two’ (in addition to case (mis)match and overtness consistency between D and Q), as can be seen in (18a-c):

18) a. \texttt{rajul-ā-n ʾin-ā-n}  
    b. \texttt{kila ar-rājul-ay-n}  
    c. \texttt{kull-u-n min ar-rājul-ay-n}

man-DL NOM-N  
\text{two-NOM-N both} .NOM the-MAN-DL GEN-N each-NOM-N of the-man-DL GEN-N 
\text{‘two men’}  
\text{‘both men’}  
\text{‘both of the two men’}

The Q ‘two’ can be both singular and dual at the same time, as evidenced in the different number agreement between \( \text{\texttt{mujtahid}} \) ‘hardworking’ in the predicate position of the following nominal sentence, which indicates that \( \text{\texttt{kilā}} \) can refer to either each or both of the men, simultaneously:

19) \texttt{kilā ar-rājul-ay-n mujtahid-u-n / mujtahid-ā-n}

both the-man-DUAL GEN-N hardworking-SG NOM-N / hardworking-DL NOM-N

The other simple cardinals show the same syntactic patterns, as evidenced in the grammaticality of substituting them with the Q counterparts. Notice that ‘three’ behaves the same as \( \text{\texttt{baʿḍ}} \) ‘some’ in requiring its complement to be a plural genitive noun in (20a) and ‘hundred’ and ‘thousand’ are syntactically equivalent to \( \text{\texttt{kull}} \) ‘every’ in requiring a singular, rather than plural, genitive noun, in (20b).

20) a. \texttt{ṭalāt-at-u/ baʿḍ-u ar-rijāl-i}

three-FEM NOM / some-NOM the-men GEN-N
\text{‘three/ some men’}
b. miʾat-u/ ʿālf-u  kull-u  rajul-i-n
hundred-NOM thousand-NOM/ every-NOM man-GEN-N
‘one hundred/ thousand men/ every man’

The last issue that needs to be accounted for in this approach concerns gender polarity, which exists in NNCs including the numerals ‘3-10’, but not other simple cardinals. Alqassas (2017) discusses this issue in-depth and argues that gender anti-agreement is caused by a morphological deletion process which is triggered by the feminine morpheme of the enumerated noun, that is, the feminine morpheme of the numeral is deleted only if the enumerated noun is feminine. This process affects only the numerals ‘3-10’ since they are underlyingly feminine, in contrast with other cardinals that do not have a default [FEM] feature. To support this argument, Alqassas (2017:4-5) indicates that ‘3-10’ and ‘100’ are feminine (i) when they are used without a counted noun (e.g., ʿtalāt-ʿat ‘three-FEM’, ʿarba-ʿat ‘four-FEM’, ḥams-ʿat ‘five-FEM’, etc.), and (ii) when they have partitive interpretation (e.g., ʿašrāṭ ‘tens of’, miʾ āt ‘hundreds of’).

But Alqassas’ arguments fail on two grounds. First, the multiplicative counterparts of these numerals (i.e., 20, 30-90) are formed by attaching the masculine, rather than the feminine, plural suffix (e.g., ʿtalāt-ūn /-āt ‘30’), notice that nouns with the feminine morpheme cannot have a masculine plural suffix (e.g., muʿalima-āt/-ūn ‘female teacher-FEM.PL/-MASC.PL’). Even if we assume that the plural suffix in these numerals is not an actual plural suffix, but a noun meaning ‘ten’, we end up with an unanswered question, viz., why both the feminine words ‘3’ and ‘10’ in ‘30’, for example, change to masculine forms (i.e., ʿtalātūn = ʿtalā 3.MASC’ and -īn ‘10.MASC’), rather than applying the deletion process and have gender polarity between them (i.e., *talāt-āt-ūn ‘3-FEM-10.MASC’ or *talāt-āt ‘3.MASC-10.FEM’). Second, if gender polarity is triggered by the underlying feminine morpheme in the numerals 3-10, it is not clear why other feminine numerals like ‘100’ do not have the same process.

Contra Alqassas (2017), we, therefore, conclude that gender polarity is a morphological process that applies to all simple nominal cardinals unless other lexical or morphological processes block it. ‘1’ and ‘2’ show agreement with the counted noun because they are selected from the lexicon with a gender value already determined and which cannot, therefore, disagree with the associated noun. The nominal ʿaḥad ‘one.MASC’ has the feminine counterpart ʾihdā ‘one.FEM’. We notice that the feminine form is not formed by adding the regular feminine marker -at to ʿaḥad (*aḥād-at), rather it has a different form with -ā which cannot be deleted for morphological reasons. It is noteworthy that feminine words ending with -ā preserve this marker when they are pluralized (e.g., ḥublā ‘a pregnant woman’ becomes ḥubālā or ḥublāyāt ‘pregnant women’), in contrast with the feminine marker -at which must be deleted in the case of pluralization (e.g., jīfnat ‘eyelid.FEM’ becomes jīfan ‘eyelids’, muslimat ‘muslim.FEM’ becomes muslimāt not *muslimatāt). The numeral ʾiṣīn ‘two.MASC’ has the feminine form ʾiṣīnāt ‘two.FEM’. The feminine-like marker -at is also not an actual feminine marker because adding the feminine marker requires its attachment to the singular form of the word, and since ‘2’ does not have a singular form of its own, the feminine marker is not added to the singular, but it is formed by attachment to the bound root ʿiṣn with the result of two bound morphemes that cannot stand as a word (*ʿiṣn) without the dual marker. This process is similar perhaps to nouns belonging to pluralia tantum (e.g., English spectacles, trousers, scissors, etc., which cannot be said to have a singular feminine or masculine form).

Other simple nominal cardinals enter the derivation with unvalued reverse gender agreement feature [U-RG], which requires the numeral to have an opposite gender feature when
associated with the counted noun which has an inherently valued gender feature. (This conclusion will find support in the syntactic behavior of other compound numerals, which require only the first digit to disagree with the counted noun and complex numerals which do not involve gender polarity, as explained in the following sections.)

3.2 Compound cardinals and the assignment of the accusative case

Except for ‘12’, compound numerals ‘11-19’ are formed from two parts, the first digit and ‘ašar ‘ten,’ are invariable in case, that is, they are always marked accusative regardless of their role in the sentence. As for the gender agreement, the two digits show opposing patterns; the first digit shows gender polarity whereas the second digit ‘ten’ agrees with the counted noun. All compound numerals require the following counted noun to be indefinite, singular, and accusative, as demonstrated in (5a,b) above.

To account for these characteristics, let us consider the insertion of the definite article al-‘the’ and the indefinite article -n on the numeral in (21a,b), respectively.

21) a. ’atā-nī (al)-talāt-at-a (*al)-ašar-a rajul-a-n
came-me the-three-FEM-ACC the-ten.MASC-ACC man-ACC-N
‘thirteen men came to me.’

b. ’atā-nī talāt-at-a-(*n) ašar-a-(*n) rajul-a-n

The ungrammaticality of attaching -n to both ‘three’ and ‘ten’ indicates that these nominals cannot be regular DPs, and the attachment of -al only to the first digit indicates that both digits together form one NP that can be headed by a separate D. These facts can be accounted for based on the assumption that the two digits are Ns which enter the derivation as an unordered set {N,N} in an exocentric, symmetric relationship; at this point, neither N can determine the formed syntactic category as they c-command each other (Chomsky 2007). The symmetric set needs to be in a hierarchical order or linearized to rescue the structure at PF. Since the meaning of the compound numeral is that of addition (i.e., 3+10=13), we assume a functional Num head must ensure that interpretation. For clarity, we refer to this flavor of Num as Add# ‘additive number’, a functional head which c-commands the unordered set and requires one of the two Ns to move to its specifier position. The digit with the lower value ‘three’ is the one which moves, which may be derived from the property of being the only digit which can attach to al- ‘the’, due to an unvalued [DEF] feature, as demonstrated in (22):
This representation explains the right word order in which the digit with the lower value must precede the other digit, and it provides the configuration which explains why both digits cannot receive the indefinite article -n, and why only the first digit allows the attachment of al-. 

External to the complex numeral, the larger DP is derived either by fronting the enumerated noun or by raising the numeral itself. (24) illustrates the DP ‘thirteen men’ in (23), in which the Ns ‘3’ and ‘10’ are assigned the accusative case by Add# head, and the whole DP is assigned nominative case invisibly on D depending on its position as an adjective following the nominative ‘men’:
Moreover, this representation assumes that both digits have an unvalued reverse gender feature \([U-RG]\) which must be valued by a higher N in the structure. The enumerated noun enters the derivation in a c-commanding position to value the \([U-RG]\) features carried by ‘3’ and ‘10’. In (23), the counted noun is ‘men’, hence, it carries the valued \([MASC]\) feature which enters in agreement relation with ‘three’ and makes it \(talāt-at\) with the feminine marker \(-at\), and ‘three’ being higher than ‘ten’ agrees with it and makes it with the masculine marker, as the process of gender polarity requires each noun to have a reverse gender feature with the higher c-commanding noun. This analysis explains the gender polarity between the three Ns, case marking, and the absence of any effect of the compound numeral ‘13’ on the counted N ‘men’.

The other possibility is to have the numeral preceding the counted noun, and in this case, the counted noun becomes singular, indefinite, and accusative, as the counterpart of (23) shows:

\[
\begin{align*}
25) & \quad \text{ʾatā-nī \ al-}\text{-}\text{ṣār-a \ rajul-a-n} \\
& \quad \text{came-me \ the-three-}\text{-}\text{FEM-ACC \ ten-MASC-ACC \ man-ACC-N} \\
& \quad \text{‘The thirteen men came to me.’}
\end{align*}
\]

The NNC represents the construction \(tamyīz\) ‘accusative of specification’ or ‘restrictive accusative’ in which a nominal element limits or specifies the interpretation of another nominal element. In (25), the counted noun \(rajul\) ‘man’ specifies and limits the interpretation of the numeral ‘13’, that is, ‘men’ specifies the entities counted by ‘13’ 4. In this construction, the counted noun does not get the accusative case directly from the numeral simply because the numeral is assigned nominative invisibly by virtue of its thematic role \(AGENT\) as the subject of the sentence; rather it is marked accusative by a functional Num head that triggers the movement of the numeral to a prenominal position. We label this head as Ra ‘restrictive accusative’ which merges with the moved DP numeral to form RaP, as in (26):

\[
26) \quad \text{RaP} \Rightarrow \text{Restrictive Accusative Phrase}
\]

4 \(tamyīz\) constructions discussed in this paper are related to Semitic languages, as they occur in Arabic (Ya’īsh, 2001) and Hebrew (Meek, 1940, 1945) differently than in other languages such as Greek (Hahn, 1960) and Latin (Kirk, 1919)
The Ra head carries the [ACC-case], [GENERIC], and [INDEF] feature which make the complement N accusative, generic, and indefinite; hence, the change from ar-rijāl-u ‘the-men-NOM’ in (23) to rajul-a-n ‘man.INDEF-ACC-N’ in (25). The Ra head can be morphologically null, as in (25), or overt taking the form of the preposition min ‘of’ and behaving like a regular preposition in carrying the [GEN] case and not imposing any changes on its DP complement regarding genericity or plurality, as exemplified in (27):

27) ʿatā-nī ʿalāt-at-a ʿašar-a min ar-rijāl-i
came-me three-FEM-ACC ten.MASC-ACC of the-men-GEN
‘Thirteen of men came to me.’

This analysis not only explains the inflection of the counted noun but also clarifies the right syntactic configuration in which two identical units form one syntactic object, that is, the Ra head licenses and enables the connection of two DPs in Arabic to form one unit.

This pattern resembles other cases of tamyīz ‘accusative of specification’ constructions, as exemplified below. Notice the change of case assignment between the construct states and tamyīz constructions in (28a-c), respectively, due to the presence of the D -n in the latter:

28) a. dārib-u zayd-i-n vs., dārib-u-n zayd-a-n
beater-NOM Zayd-GEN-N beater-NOM-GEN Zayd-ACC-N
‘Zayd’s beater’

b. raṭl-ā zayt-i-n vs., raṭl-ā-n zayt-a-n
pound-DUAL.NOM oil-GEN-N pound-DUAL.NOM-GEN oil-ACC-N
‘two pounds of oil’

c. Ḭišrū zayd-i-n vs., Ḭišrū-n zayd-a-n
twenty.NOM Zayd-GEN-N twenty.NOM-GEN Zayd-ACC-N
‘Zayd’s twenty (e.g., dinars)’

These examples show that while CSs are combinations of a N and a DP, tamyīz constructions are combinations of two DPs. Further support of the view of tamyīz as two DPs can be found in (29) in which the first DP is a CS, and the second is a regular DP, notice that CSs cannot combine more than two nominals whereas in tamyīz three nominals may exist:

29) mil-u al-ʿard-i ḥahab-a-n
fullness-NOM the-earth-GEN gold-ACC-N
‘the whole capacity of the earth in gold’ (Qurān: Al-ʿimrān:91)

In both contexts, it appears that two Ns can be combined and have the accusative case, as in the compound numeral ‘13’ above. This combination is not restricted to numerals, as compound nouns have the same behavior, as in (30a-c) (for more examples, see, e.g., Yaʿish, 2001:143-164):

30) a. ʿatī-ka ṣabāḥ-a masā-ʿa wa yawm-a yawm-a
come1-you.MASC.OBJ morning-ACC evening-ACC and day-ACC day-ACC
‘I come to you everyday anytime.’

b. huwa jār-ī bayt-a bayt-a
he neighbor-my house-ACC house-ACC
‘He is my next-door neighbor.’
c. waqa’a hāḍa al-ʾamr-u bayn-a bayn-a

happened this.MASC the-issue-NOM between-ACC between-ACC

‘This issue has taken place in some in-between state’

The expressions ʿabāḥa masāʾa ‘morning evening’, yawma yawma ‘day day’, bayta bayta ‘house house’, and bayna bayna ‘between between’ are similar to ‘13’ in being a DP formed of two Ns which are marked accusative due to the presence of a functional head F (similar to Add# above except it does not denote addition) that triggers the movement of one of the Ns to its specifier position, but unlike ‘13’, they cannot be preceded by al- ‘the’ since they must be headed by a null D.

To sum up the different types of DP constructions discussed above, the following representations illustrate Construct States, compound numerals, compound nouns, respectively, highlighting the morphological realization of D in each structure:

31) a. CS

b. compound numerals
c. compound nouns

In (31a), the N moves to reach a position where it can be assigned case to avoid Case Filter, and the D assigns case to its complement DP. (31b,c) explain the two possibilities of connecting two Ns which can be headed by either Ø or al- ‘the’ as in the numeral ‘13’ or only Ø as in the other forms exemplified in (30a-c). In both structures, the two Ns are assigned accusative by the functional head Add# or F, respectively. In contrast, tamyīz constructions are formed of two DPs in two possible constructions. The first belongs to the connection of the numeral and an enumerated noun, as in (32a). The second is related to the combination of a CS and a DP, as in (32b), exemplified in (29) above. In both structures, the second DP is assigned accusative by Ra head which also requires its complement DP to be indefinite and generic.
3.3 Complex cardinals and the effect of affixal multiplicatives

The complex cardinals are ‘12’ and the multiples of ‘10’ ‘20-90’ which are basically formed of a numeral stem denoting ‘2-9’ attached to a multiplicative suffix. ‘12’ behaves exactly like other compound numerals ‘13-19’ discussed above except for two issues; the first digit shows case variation, and no gender polarity takes place, as exemplified in (33a,b). Notice that ‘2’ has two case endings -y and -a for accusative and nominative, respectively, and both digits have masculine morphology in agreement with ‘man’:

33) a. raʾy-tu ʾiğna-y ʾašar-a rajul-a-n
   saw-1SG.SBJ 2.MASC-ACC 10.MASC-ACC man-ACC-N
   ‘I saw 12 men.’

   b. ʾatā-n-ī ʾiğna-a ʾašar-a rajul-a-n
   came-NN-1SG.OBJ 2.MASC-NOM 10.MASC-ACC man-ACC-N
   ‘12 men came to me.’

Case variation and the blocking of gender polarity with ‘12’ do not pose a contradiction to the given arguments regarding compound numerals since ‘12’ is not just the addition of ‘2’ to ‘10’ like other compound cardinals. ‘2’ is composed of the root ʾiṭn and three morphemes: the dual marker -a, the case marker -y/-a, and the nunation-like element -n. The -n morpheme behaves like regular nunation in its deletion in CSs, but it cannot be omitted when al- ‘the’ exists (e.g., al-kitab-ā-*(N) ‘the-book-DUAL.NOM-*N’)) in contrast with singular forms which cannot allow both al- and -n simultaneously (cf. al-kitab-u-*(N) ‘the-book-NOM-*(N)’). This idiosyncratic behavior indicates that the dual marker must contain the feature bundle [NUM, DEF], hence, the obligatory attachment of an element with the [INDEF] (i.e., -n) before al- ‘the’ (cf., *(al)-kitab-ā) (more details are given in section 4). The same arguments apply on ‘12’ with the addendum that instead of attaching -n, the nominal ‘10’ is required before ‘2’ reaches a position where it can have al-, that is, ‘10’ satisfies the requirement of ‘2’ to have [INDEF] feature before it is headed.
by the D al- (see also, Yaʿīsh, 2001:16, for more supportive pieces of evidence related to the annexation of possessive bound suffixes).

Compare the forms (34a,b):

34) a. ar-rijāl-u al-ʾiṯna-a-*n
   the-men-NOM the-2.MASC-NOM
   ‘the 12 men’

   b. ar-rijāl-u al-ʾiṯna-a-(*n) ʾašar-a
   the-men-NOM the-2.MASC-NOM-(*) 10.MASC-ACC
   ‘the 12 men’

While the presence of -n is obligatory in (34a), it is not allowed in (34b) because ‘10’ occupies the same position of -n. That is, the form ʾiṯna-a can be either ʾiṯna-a-n or ʾiṯna-a ʾašar-a but not ʾiṯna-a-n ʾašar-a because both -n or ʾašar-a have the same syntactic function and position.

But the same cardinal also combines to form multiplicative complex numerals. Consider the derivation of (34b):

35) ![Diagram](image)

The root ʾiṯn (which is the spell-out of √1) merges with the nominalizer head n to form nP which in turn merges with Multi# (Num) head ‘multiplicative number’ which licenses the morpheme -a in its specifier position since the dual marker -a denotes a multiplication of the same entity (e.g., two books = book x2). The Multi#P merges with ‘10’ in a symmetric relation to form an unordered set which is c-commanded by Add# that requires the movement of the nominal
denoting the lower value as in other similar derivations of compound numerals. ‘2’ moves after it has the [INDEF] feature from ‘10’ which must be indefinite as evidenced in its inability to be attached to al- ‘the’. The formed DP is c-commanded by the DP ‘the men’ (the counted noun) which provides the nominative case to ʾiṯna. Further movement of the formed Add#P to prenominal position proceeds in the same way as other compound numerals, that is, to spec-RaP, and the plural counted noun becomes singular and accusative.

The given analysis can be supported by the attachment of the dual marker -a to simple cardinals like ‘hundred’ or ‘thousand’ which must be followed by an indefinite N that occupies the same position of -n to change the inherent definiteness of the dual marker. Notice in (36a,b) ‘man’ and ‘thousand’ following -a must be indefinite:

36)

a. miʾat-ā /ʿalf-ā rajul-i-n /*al-rajul-i
hundred-DUAL.NOM /thousand-DUAL.NOM man-GEN-N /*the-man-GEN
‘two hundred/ two thousand men’

b. miʾat-ā ʾalf-i-n
hundred-DUAL.NOM thousand-GEN-N /*the-thousand-GEN-N
‘two hundred thousand’

In the analysis of ‘12’, we conclude that the Multi# requires its complement to be specified for gender, and this is the reason why gender polarity does not take place in NNCs denoting multiplication. This claim finds further support in the fact that simple multiplicative cardinals (e.g., ‘100’, ‘1000’, ‘1,000,000’, etc.,) are specified for gender, in contrast with other simple cardinals (i.e., 3-10). The same phenomenon also exists in the multiples of 10 (i.e., 20-90) which are formed of a numeral stem ‘2-9’ attached to the Multi# -n (i.e., the masculine plural suffix -īn for genitive-accusative or -ūn for the nominative). Notice in (37) that ‘30’ does not display any gender differences or distinctions when associated with either ‘men’ or ‘women’.

37)

a. ar rijāl-u / an-nisāʾ -u at-탈āt-ūn
the-men-NOM / the-women-NOM the-three-PL.MASC.NOM
‘the thirty men/women’

b. at-탈āt-ūn rajul-a-n /ʾimraʾ at-a-n
the-three-PL.MASC.NOM man-ACC-N / woman-ACC-N
‘thirty men/women’

The multiplicative cardinal ‘30’ does not change regardless of the gender of the counted noun, as evidenced in its attachment to the sound masculine plural suffix -ūn. This phenomenon indicates that ‘3’ in ‘30’ behaves like a masculine N such as muʿalim ‘male teacher’ which is pluralized as muʿalim-ūn ‘male teacher-PL.MASC.NOM’. To account for the syntax of ‘30’ post-and pre-nominally in (37a,b), respectively, the following derivations are representative:

38)
The N ‘3’ enters the derivation specified for [MASC] gender as required by Multi# to form Multi#’ which merges with -n (i.e., an element denoting the multiplication of 10, similar to the dual marker -a (x2)). The formed Multi#P merges with D which values its case feature by Agree with the c-commanding D in ar-rijāl. Hence, the nominative case spreads on both the counted noun and the numeral. The prenominal position of ‘30’ that triggers the change of plurality, definiteness, and case of the counted noun in (37b) can be straightforwardly accounted for in the light of the analysis given for compound numerals, as both constructions follow the same syntactic mechanisms, that is, the formed structure is headed by Ra head that requires the movement of the numeral to its spec position and the assignment of the accusative case to its complement, as in (39):

39)
The numeral stem ‘3’ is assumed to be masculine, rather than feminine, based on the fact that when this number is associated with a generic noun that refers to both males and females simultaneously, only the masculine form of ‘3’ is used, as in (40):

40) ṯalāt-u-n min al-ʿībl-i /min al-ḥāt-i
three.MASC-NOM-N of the-camels-GEN /of the-ducks-GEN
‘three of camels/ of ducks’

(Ibn Mālk, 1990:398)

As the numeral stem enters the derivation specified for [MASC] feature, and no gender polarity takes place with multiplicative numerals, the numeral stem attaches to the masculine plural suffix -n, rather than the feminine plural suffix -āt. Another reason for ruling out the feminine suffix is that -āt cannot provide specific numeric value when it attaches to numerals (cf. ‘ašar-āt ‘tens’, miʿ-āt ‘hundreds’, ṯalāṭin-āt ‘thirties’, etc.).

Further support of the suffix -n as a multiplicative suffix can be found in the pronunciation of ‘20’ which is ʿišrūn rather than *ašaratūn. Agreeing with traditional grammarians (e.g., Yaʾīsh, 2001:19), ‘20’ begins with the stem išr denoting ‘2’, equivalent to ʾiṯn in ‘2’ and ‘12’ above, as evidenced in their equal phonological CVCC structure, more specifically, they have the sequence [Guttural], [i], [Coronal], and [Sonorant]. The use of the stem išr, rather than the free morpheme ašarat ‘10’, supports the status of -n as ‘x10’ because mathematically the attachment of išr to -n (‘2’ ‘x10’) yields ‘20’ but ašarat- n (‘10’ ‘x10’) yields ‘one hundred’. Moreover, išr is used instead of ʾiṯn because the latter cannot be utilized for numerals other than ‘2’ as it is the root for muṯannā ‘dual noun’, and the derivation of išr from ašarat is needed to highlight that ‘20’ is a multiple of 10.

### 3.4 Other cardinals and the need for the conjunction wa ‘and’

In the preceding sections, cardinals are divided into three groups (i.e., simplex, compound, and complex cardinals, respectively) depending on their morphological complexity and syntactic behavior. The different forms in the given groups raise the following questions: why do these groups include only a limited set of cardinals, and not other ones, that is, why are compound cardinals only from 11-19, what prevents the formation of ‘20’ as ašara ašara ‘10 10’ in the same way tisʿata ašara ‘9 10’ is formed, and why ašarat-n cannot be a cardinal to denote to ‘100’ and the different form miʿat is needed. The answer to these questions lies in the nature of the Num head whether it denotes addition (i.e., Add#) or multiplication (i.e., Multi#). The Num head cannot have a specifier and a complement of the same numeric value within the same formed DP, as it requires the digit with the lower value to move higher, and the DP cannot have more than two Num heads (i.e., two Add#s or two Multi#s or a combination of both) commanding its N as that would yield more mathematical processing within the same projection.

We can state these assumptions in the following principle:

Each DP has one and only one Num head (regardless of its type) which specifies the numeric value of the N (whether it denotes cardinality or not).

In support of this principle, we argue that in additive compounds the DP has only one Add# head that connects two digits unequal in their numeric value; hence, compounds include cardinals 11-19, but not 20. The same logic accounts for why to form ‘20’ the DP requires a different type of Num head (i.e., the Multi# head) which can derive cardinals from 20 up to 90, but not 100, as
100 requires the multiplication of the same digit ‘10’, and in this case, *miʾat* is used as a separate lexical entry. Furthermore, to form ‘300-900’, *miʾat* behaves exactly like the multiplicative suffix -*n*, that is, it occupies the spec-Multi#P (a multiplication takes place between the numerals 3-9 and *miʾat* to form ‘300-900’ (e.g., *talāṭ miʾat* ‘3 100’ ‘300’), it can attach to the cardinal 3-9 to form one word (e.g., *talāṭ-miʾat* ‘3-100’ = ‘300’), and it does not change its form (i.e., it cannot be pluralized as expected from any N following 3-9).

However, the last lexical entry denoting cardinality in Classical Arabic is *ʾalf* ‘thousand’ which cannot follow the same mathematical processes for other numerals as it requires two Multi# heads to be formed (i.e., it is the multiplication of 10 three times, that is, 10 x10 x10= 1000), and since in each DP only one Num head exists, *ʾalf* enters the derivation as a counted noun rather than a derivation of other numerals (the same reasoning applies to other higher borrowed numerals, e.g., *malyūn* ‘million’, *bilyūn* ‘billion’, and *trilyūn* ‘trillion’), and that may indicate a correlation between mathematical processing and linguistic derivation. The given arguments concerning ‘hundred’ and ‘thousand’ account for the peculiarity in pluralizing ‘thousand’, but not ‘hundred’, as exemplified in (41a,b):

41) a. *talāṭ*-u
   *miʾat*-i-n
   miʾaṭ
   al-rijal-i
   three.MASC-NOM
   hundred-GEN-N
   of
   the-man-GEN
   ‘three hundred men’

b. *talāṭ*-at-u
   *ʾālāf*-i-n
   al-rijal-i
   three-FEM-NOM
   thousands-GEN-N
   of
   the-man-GEN
   ‘three thousand men’

The question now is how digits are connected to express higher numeric values up to infinity? The answer is straightforward and simple; numerals can be combined to indicate one of two mathematical relations, viz., addition (e.g., 1,014 is 1000 added to 14) or multiplication (e.g., 14,000 is 1000 multiplied by 14) or both (e.g., 11,014). These two relations are expressed by the Multi# head which has a null phonetic realization (similar to that in Indo-European languages, see, e.g., Di Sciullo, 2012) and imposes a low-high order (i.e., the digit with the lower numeric value must precede the one with higher value), and Add# head which is realized as *wa* ‘and’ (cf., e.g., Dutch *en*, German *und*, and Biblical Welch *a(c)*, in Ionin & Matushansky, 2018) imposes the opposite high-low pattern.

To illustrate, let us consider how the first digit (i.e., simple ‘4’ or complex ‘40’), in (42a,b) respectively, determines the syntactic realization of the multiplied numeral which behaves exactly as a counted noun, hence they do not share the same case assigned or plurality (i.e., ‘1000’ is genitive plural noun whereas ‘1,000,000’ is accusative singular noun):

42) a. *ʾarbaʿ*-at-u
   *ʾālāf*-i-n
   four-FEM-NOM
   thousands-GEN-N
   ‘four thousand’

b. *ʾarbaʿ*-ū-n
   *malyūn*-a-n
   four-MASC.PL.NOM-N
   milion-ACC-N
   ‘fourty million’
While in these examples, the null Multi# between the two digits imposes the low-high word order, the Add# in (43) imposes the opposite pattern and requires the numerals to be separate DPs that share the same nominative case, as they do in a regular conjunction phrase:

43) ʾal-f-u-n ṭamān-u-n
   thousand-NOM and eight-MASC.PL..NOM
   ‘1780’

The different word orders required by Add# and Multi# in Arabic complex numerals seem consistent across languages, as highlighted by Ionin & Matushansky (2018:121), “multiplicative and additive complex cardinals typically differ with regard to word order. While multiplicative complex cardinals typically exhibit the order low-high, the opposite is usually the case for additive complex cardinals”.

The remaining question for this paper is what happens to the counted noun when it is preceded by different types of numerals (i.e., simplex, compound, and complex) as in (43). We highlight that only the last numeral in the sequence determines the case, number, and definiteness of the counted noun simply because the last numeral is the first constituent that connects with the counted noun and raises to a c-commanding position where it can determine the syntactic behavior of the counted noun. In (43), only ‘80’ determines that a counted noun, for example, rajul ‘man’ to be rajul-a-n ‘man-ACC’ , the other numerals ‘1000’ and ‘700’ cannot since they do not directly c-command rajul. This supports the view (e.g., Di Sciuollo, 2012, 2017; Ionin & Matsushansky, 2006) that complex cardinals are formed by a recursive combinatorial operation that requires one and only one cardinal (regardless of its morphological complexity) to be merged with the counted noun for case, gender, and number valuation purposes, and then the formed NNC can merge with other cardinals in a high-low order, as in the given example.

4. Lexical category of ‘1’ and ‘2’

The general consensus in the literature that ‘one’ and ‘two’ are adjectives whereas the other simple cardinals are nouns seems questionable since a careful, detailed description of these cardinals shows that they can be both adjectival and nominal depending on their pre-nominal and post-nominal position, respectively. The numeral wāḥid ‘one’ can be an attributive adjective, and in this case, it shows all the characteristics of adjectives such as the following: (i) it occupies a postnominal position, (ii) it shows agreement with the noun it modifies in definiteness, number, and gender, as exemplified in (44a), (iii) it requires the dual markers -ān (NOM) and -ayn (GEN/ACC) when it modifies a noun in the dual form, as in (44b), and the sound masculine, rather than the broken, plural form when it defines a plural noun (e.g., wāḥidān ‘one by one’), as in (44c):

44) a. marar-tu bi-rajul-i-n wāḥid-i-n
   passed-I by-man-GEN-N one-MASC GEN-N
   ‘I passed by one man.’

   b. marar-tu bi-rajul-ayn wāḥid-ayn
   passed-I by-man-DUAL GEN single-DUAL GEN
   ‘I passed by two single men.’
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c. marar-tu  bi-rijāl-i-n  wāḥid-i
passed-I by-men-GEN-N  single-MASC.PL-GEN
‘I passed by separate men. (e.g., who are standing one by one, rather than gathered as a group)’

The cardinal ‘one’ can also be a noun which has two forms, viz., wāḥid and ’ahad. Concerning the first form, ‘one’ behaves as a NP in a DP, as in (45) which demonstrates that ‘one’ forms a DP in the complement position of the preposition bi- ‘by’. In contrast with adjectival ‘one’ above, its dual form does not attach to a dual marker (e.g., *wāḥid-ayn); instead, it has an entirely different form (i.e., ‘iṭnān ‘two’), and the plural form is either the broken ‘uḥdān ‘isolated people or things’ or a different form denoting cardinality such as ṭalāṭa ‘three’, ‘arab ‘ah ‘four’, etc., and it does not take a feminine marker -at (i.e., *wāḥid-at), but it changes to ‘iḥdā ‘one.FEM’. Furthermore, in constructions where it follows a noun, it behaves syntactically as an appositive, rather than as the adjectival ʾawḥd ‘single’ which does not change for gender or number. Notice in (46a) ‘arba ʿfour’ is parallel to nisāʾ ‘women’ as the two nouns have the same referent, whereas in (46b) ʾawḥd ‘single’ serves as an adjective which describes nisāʾ ‘women’. The differences in form and meaning between the nominal ‘one’ and the adjectival ‘one’ in (46a,b), respectively, are illuminating.

45) marar-tu  bi-wāḥid-i-n
passed-I by-one-GEN-N
‘I passed by one person.’

46) a. marar-tu  bi-nisāʾ-i-n  ′arba′-i-n
passed-I by-women-GEN-N  four-GEN-N
‘I passed by four women.’

b. marar-tu  bi-nisāʾ-i-n  ′awḥad-i-n
passed-I by-women-GEN-N  single-GEN-N
‘I passed by isolated women.’

The form ʾahad behaves like other nominals in the following sentences. First, it must be preceded by a negative element (e.g., mā ‘not’), as in (46a). Second, it can be preceded by the preposition min ‘of’ whose optional presence does not affect the grammaticality of the sentence, as in (46b). Third, although ʾahad ‘one’ usually refers to one entity, it may also refer to a group of entities, as evidenced in the plural agreement on the adjective ḥājīz ‘preventive/barrierlike’ and the nominal ʾahad ‘one’, as demonstrated in (46c). Fourth, it has a distinct word for the feminine gender (i.e., ‘iḥdā ‘one.FEM’) that is formed in the lexicon, rather than morphologically derived by adding the feminine marker -at (i.e., *ʾahad-at). Fifth, unlike the adjectival wāḥid ‘one’ which adds a sense of definiteness to the noun it follows, ʾahad must be followed by a noun or a pronoun, and it means ‘indefinite, unspecified entity’, as the contrast in (46d) shows.

47) a. *(mā)  jāʾ a-nī  ʾahad-u-n
not  came-me  someone-NOM-N
‘No one came to me.’
b. mā jā’a-nī (min) ‘ahad-i-n
not came-me of someone-GEN-N
‘No one came to me.’

c. mā min-kum min ‘ahad-i-n ‘an-hu ḥājīz-i-n
not of-you of someone-GEN-N for-him preventive-PL.GEN
‘There is no one of you who could prevent [Us] from him.’ (Qurān: Al-ḥāqa: 47)

d. rajul-u nāḥid-u-n vs. ‘ahād-u ar-rijal-i
man-NOM-N one-NOM-N one-NOM the-men-GEN
‘one man’ ‘one of the men’

The numeral ‘two’ has two forms for masculine and feminine, and it also shows case distinctions (i.e., ‘iṯn-ān/-āyn ‘two.MASC-NOM/-GEN/ACC’ and ‘iṯn-at-ān/-āyn ‘two.FEM-NOM/-GEN/ACC’). Disagreeing with the prevalent consensus in the literature that ‘two’ is only adjectival, we claim that this numeral can also be nominal, as evidenced in its occurrence without a modified noun in the complement position of a preposition in (48a) and its position as the complement of the ordinal numeral ‘second’ in (48b) (i.e., as the genitive noun in the CS headed by ‘second’), notice that adjectives cannot be the complement of prepositions or ordinals in Arabic. Furthermore, it occupies the same position like other nominal cardinals, namely, prenominally (a position not allowed for adjectives), as evidenced in Classical Arabic poetry in (48c) (see, e.g., Al-Mubarrad, 1994:153)

48) a. in kun-na nisāʾ-ā-n fawqa ‘iṯn-at-āyn
if were-they women-ACC-N PREP two-FEM-GEN
‘if they are more than two females’ (Qurān: An-nisāʾ:11)

b. ʾakraja-hu allāqīna kafar-ū tāniya ‘iṯn-āyn
drove out-him who disbeliefed-MASC.PL second two.GEN
‘the disbeliefers drove him out, the second of two.’ (Qurān: At-tawba:40)

c. tīntā ḥāndal-i-n
two bitter apple-GEN-N
‘two bitter apples’

The morphological structure of ‘two’ is illuminating as it leads to significant implications on the dual marker in Arabic. The forms ‘iṯn-ān/-āyn ‘two.MASC-NOM/-GEN/ACC’ are composed of two elements, viz., ‘iṯn, and -ān/-āyn. The first element ‘iṯn is a bound morpheme which cannot be assumed to be singular for the absence of a plural form derived from it, and it cannot be said to be dual as the addition of the dual marker to it would be an unjustified redundancy, and it cannot be plural since dual marker cannot attach to plural forms except in words which denote a group of entities, rather than individuated ones (e.g., jimāl ‘camels’ => jimāl-ān ‘two groups of camels’). Assuming the correcting of this assumption, we claim that ‘two’ enters the derivation as ‘iṯn, a root unspecified for number which gets its number from the dual marker which cannot be said to be a single morpheme, as argued in the literature, for the simple reason that it has three separate morphemes, each of which has distinct syntactic properties. The first morpheme is the dual marker -a which is a substitute for the omitted second noun conjoined to the first one, that is, a dual form, for example, rajul-ān ‘man-DUAL’ stands for a conjunction of
two nouns ‘man’ and ‘man’, the second noun is omitted and replaced by the dual marker since it has the same form and meaning as the first noun (for a similar view, see Kayne, 2016). The second element is the case marker which is -a for nominative and -y for genitive and accusative in rajul-aan and rajul-ayn, respectively. The third element is the nasal -n which behaves like nunation in its obligatory deletion in CSs, as demonstrated in (49a,b).

However, in contrast with nunation in singular forms, the -n in the dual form must coexist with the definite article al- ‘the’ (cf. (*al-*)kitab-u-n ‘(*the) book-NOM-N’ vs. (al-)kitab-ā-*n ‘(the) book-DUAL.NOM-N’). The peculiarity of this phenomenon can be straightforwardly accounted for assuming that singular forms enter the derivation unspecified for number and definiteness, that is, the features [NUM] and [DEF] exist in separate functional heads, namely, Num and D, respectively, in the extended projection of NP whereas, in dual forms, the dual marker has a bundle of features [NUM, DEF], that is, the noun is both dual and definite simultaneously, as evidenced in the grammaticality of attaching nunation (i.e., the indefinite article -n) in, e.g., kitab-ā-n, which changes the inherent [DEF] to [INDEF]. This claim can be supported by the ungrammaticality of adding the definite article al- to the dual form lacking nunation (e.g., (*al-)kitab-ā) as it is already definite by the feature [DEF] which is bundled with [NUM] in the dual marker -a.

5. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, the analysis of Arabic NNCs shows that numerals are lexical elements with both nominal and adjectival properties depending on their pre- and post-nominal positions, respectively. This analysis follows a unified approach that deviates from previous studies that argue for treating numerals as functional heads.

Concerning simple cardinals (i.e., 1-10, 100, 1,000, etc.,), we have shown that all of them have the same syntactic characteristics and position of quantifiers (Qs). This argument does not only provide a straightforward account for the genitive case assignment but also explains the lexical category of all simple cardinals including ‘1’ and ‘2’ in a unified proposal. Contra previous studies, ‘1’ and ‘2’ are explained to be not always adjectival, but nominal as well, depending on the different forms these numerals have which show different properties unrelated to adjectives, such as their position as the complement of a preposition or an ordinal numeral, and their position preceding the counted noun like other nominal cardinals. The discussion of ‘2’ leads to the analysis of the dual marker as constituting of three distinct morphemes, viz., the dual marker -a which is a substitute for the omitted second noun, the case marker -al-y, and the nunation-like -n. The peculiarities of -n in singular forms compared with dual forms suggest that singular forms enter the derivation unspecified for number and definiteness, that is, the features [NUM] and [DEF] exist in separate functional heads, namely, Num and D, respectively, whereas
dual forms enter the derivation with the dual marker which has a bundle of features \([\text{NUM, DEF}]\), that is, the noun is both dual and definite simultaneously. Gender polarity is argued to be a morphological process that requires all simple cardinals to have the opposite gender with the counted noun since they enter the derivation with unvalued reverse gender agreement feature \([\text{U-RG}]\). This process applies to all simple nominal cardinals unless it is blocked by lexical processes that determine the gender of a numeral such as ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘100’, ‘1,000’.

Compound numerals (e.g., ‘13’) in post-nominal position are analyzed to be formed of two Ns which enter the derivation as an unordered set \([N,N]\) in an exocentric and symmetric relationship, and to linearize them and to reflect their semantics, we assume the functional head \(\text{Add#} c\)-commands the unordered set and requires the digit with the lower numeric value to move based on the fact it is the only N which can attach to \(\text{al-} ‘\text{the}’\) due to its unvalued \([\text{DEF}]\) feature. The given derivations explain the right word order in which the digit with the lower value must precede the other digit and provide the configuration which explains why both digits cannot receive the indefinite article \(-n\), why only the first digit allows the attachment of \(\text{al-}\), and why only the first digit has a reverse gender feature. The movement of the compound numerals to a prenominal is argued to be triggered by the \(\text{Ra} ‘\text{restrictive accusative}’\) head that requires the counted noun to be accusative, indefinite, and generic, hence, the change of the case and form of the counted noun in \(\text{tamyīz} ‘\text{restrictive accusative}’\) constructions. The existence of \(\text{Ra}\) head is claimed to be essential since it enables the connection of two DPs in Arabic not only in NNCs but also in other combinations of two DPs which have two Ns assigned the accusative case by \(\text{Ra}\).

The analysis complex numerals (e.g., ‘12’, ‘30’) shows that another type of \(\text{Num}\) head exists, viz., \(\text{Multi#}\), which requires its complement to be specified for gender, hence, the absence of gender polarity process in all multiplicative cardinals. Similar to compound numerals, the prenominal position of complex cardinals triggers the change of plurality, definiteness, and case of the counted noun because the structure is headed by \(\text{Ra}\) head that requires the movement of the numeral to its spec position and the assignment of the accusative case to its complement. The last issue discussed in the paper involves the explanation of why simplex, compound, and complex cardinals include only a limited set of cardinals and not other ones. This issue is argued to be related to the nature of the \(\text{Num}\) head (i.e., \(\text{Add#} or \text{Multi#}\)) which cannot have a specifier and a complement of the same numeric value within the same formed DP, as it requires the digit with the lower value to move higher, and since every DP cannot have more than two \(\text{Num}\) heads \(c\)-commanding its N as that would yield more mathematical processing within the same projection and conflicting number features assigned to the N. Assuming the correctness of this assumption, we argue that digits are connected to express higher numeric values up to infinity in a recursive combinatorial operation (i.e., by Merge) to indicate the mathematical relations of addition and/or multiplication. This assumption is essential as it explains the specific high-low order in Arabic and across languages as well as the reason why one and only one cardinal (i.e., only the last numeral in the sequence) can merge with the counted noun for case, gender, and number valuation purposes, and then the formed NNC can merge with other cardinals in a high-low order for mathematical, rather than linguistic, motives.

Briefly stated, the paper claims that the set of functional heads made possible by \(\text{UG}\) includes analogs to the arithmetic functions of addition and multiplication. The inclusion of these functional heads in the grammatical analysis of Arabic NNCs makes possible a principled account of complex data in Arabic quantificational expressions, especially numerical DPs as
they include several peculiarities involving case assignment, definiteness and specificity, and word order. However, the given discussion implies the support of Merge as a mechanism unique to humans, as indicated by Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch (2002:15, cited in Hiraiwa, 2017:2) “in parallel with the faculty of language, our capacities for number rely on a recursive computation,” simply because “operating without bounds, Merge yields a discrete infinity of structured expressions” (Chomsky, 2007:5).
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